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Abstract: Introspection of the classical formalism reveals that its framework permits way to recognize 
and comprehensively analyze the nonlocal influence in the motion of a particle. Considering radiative 
possibility in the motion, the variation formalism is reviewed for the optimization of overall action 
involved in the dynamic passage of a radiating particle in external field in a preselected time interval.
The resultant dynamics is described by a family of paths governed by the usual local forces including 
radiation reaction and additionally, by a nonlocal force originating from coordinated evolution of the 
family. The measure of optimum radiation action taken on the basis of shortest path displacement in the 
time interval establishes the norms of the coordinated evolution. The norms involve dynamic 
correlations of local properties with nonlocal ones and reveal interplay of quantized action in the 
energy-momentum evolution of the field-particle system. In the delocalized description, the classical 
features could be conceived as canonical average of the nonlocal norms and the radiative dynamics no 
more suffers from acceleration runaway problem. The dynamics now entails the incessant safeguarding 
action of the nonlocal force against any perturbing stress from external fields; external torsion stress
reaching a critical value can lead to reduction or collapse of the coherent evolution. Criterion of the 
coherence, criticality for the changeover of quantum states, and promptness in the reduction of state 
wave vectors could be defined objectively with the mechanical description. Quantum event resulting 
from state vector reduction of the field-particle system materializes through transfer of the torsion 
stress to the vacuum polarized structure existing around the accelerating charge and then relieve of 
stress through dissipation at the rate proportional to fourth power of the acceleration.
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1.0 Introduction
Classical approach works well in analyzing the dynamic properties of macroscopic systems, but it 
fails to do so for microscopic cases in which nonlocal interaction unknown in classical notion plays 
significant role. The quantum approach, on the other hand, does accurate analysis of microcosm, and its 
formalism can make correspondence to the classical description under the limit of negligible effect of 
the nonlocal action in the dynamics, which is applicable to macroscopic system. The quantum formalism 
as such has been established through transcription of classical mechanics by axiomatic introduction of 
the nonlocal feature. Most significant part of the nonlocal description is that a micro-particle makes 
dynamic evolution in delocalized space rather than on a world line. The delocalized description 
nevertheless ensures of existence of the particle and energy-momentum conservation over volume at 
every instant of the evolution. In a coherent dualism of matter and wave properties the nonlocal 
formalism presents the field-particle interaction with canonical distribution of the existential 
probabilities as well as the relevant dynamic properties. The dynamic observables are realized through 
canonical averaging over instant volume. The formalism also concerns about possible quantum states as 
the delocalized system makes changeover from the present state. The possible outcomes though 
quantifiable with probabilities, the event wise transition characteristics are inadequately described. The 
axiomatically construed formalism is less transparent about switchover mechanism of the unitary 
evolved state of the nonlocal interaction. Under the interception of measuring (macroscopic) apparatus, 
the delocalized state turns into perceptibly localized one with apparent loss of the unitary evolution 
during a transition event [1].  The observation based transition property need not however convey the 
response characteristics of the nonlocal evolution, which is believed to maintain 'instant correlation' 
among its coherently evolving partners [1,2,3]. The stated weaknesses call for rethinking beyond the 
axiomatically achieved transcription of the quantum formalism. Introspections were made in the past 
for having insight into classical to quantum correspondence. The classical Hamilton-Jacobi relation 
transcribed with a 'quantum potential term' [4], and the summation rule prescribed over path histories 
in phase space [5], both the introspections essentially involve action as pertinent property for bridging 
the classical notion of particle and its traced path with the quantum reality of hybrid state of matter and 
wave for the coherent governance over the delocalized passage. The passage constitutes a time like 
event between a pair of space like surfaces. In both cases the bridging operations involved has no scope 
of addressing to the stated weakness of quantum formalism. With this background this study introspects 
into the basic tenet of the classical formalism to find possible omission of important aspect in the 
analysis of path dynamics of an object in external field.
The presented analysis finds that the considerations made in deriving the dynamics of an object 
from action optimization principle have not paid due attention to the radiative energy-momentum 
exchange (loss/gain) associated in the motion of an object in external field. Classically, it is known that 
accelerated charged particle results in power loss through Larmor radiation. The energy-momentum
exchange of the free field component influencing upon the dynamics, the dynamic path may not attain 
optimum action unless appropriate measure is taken for the radiative feature. In the variational 
formulation of stationary action for the dynamic passage of the object between two space-like surfaces, 
the set of paths with minimum segment length does not leave scope of encountering arbitrarily large 
radiative events; the stated paths rather let optimum exchange of radiative energy-momentum in the 
time-like interval of the passage wherein the radiation action by Fermat’s principle of light propagation 
remains minimized anyway. The dynamics that follows by adopting such measure on the segment
lengths or displacements of the paths in the variational optimization of their actions specifically differs 
from the conventionally obtained dynamics. The optimization of overall action of the dynamic passage
of the object as well as associated radiation need not be generally attained by the conventional paths 
obtained by considering path action alone. Only some specific paths among the conventional ones may
satisfy the criterion of minimum segment length and therefore involves minimum radiative exchange in 
the concerned motion.
The specific set of paths thus arrived with the measure on the radiative action during the path 
displacement remain nonlocally correlated in order to maintain radiative energy-momentum exchange
minimized in the passage. The correlation is shown to endorse quantized action and wave-particle 
duality of the nonlocal mediation. The non-local influence as an indispensible feature in motion outdates
the classical notion of dynamics described on world path traced through well defined position and 
velocity coordinates.  To be consistent with the delocalized passage of the particle the conventional 
definition of fixed world points for the end states are rationally replaced with stationary action states. 
The presented formalism describes canonical evolutions of the nonlocally correlated paths that are 
emerging from and culminating to the respective stationary action states described on the two space-
like surfaces separated by a time-like interval. The delocalized evolution corroborates to the continuity 
equations ensuring instant existence of the object and integral conservation of energy-momentum. The 
energy-momentum of the field-particle and accompanying radiation remain quantized. The evolution 
feature could be used in obtaining canonically averaged dynamical properties corroborating to the 
observational realities of the motion. The classical world path can be interpreted as the averaged trace 
of the specific path family. For the motion of macroscopic objects the nonlocal influence in the dynamics 
is negligible making the bunch of paths narrowed down to an idealized classical world line. 
The dynamics derived from the overall action optimization generally features two additional 
forces, namely, (Larmor) radiation reaction and nonlocal forces, over the conventionally obtained result. 
Taking note of the conventional and the additional force terms, the dynamic equation is resolvable into 
two mutually 4-orthogonal component equations that respectively describe the growth rate of inertial 
momentum of the particle and the stability criterion of the nonlocal evolution. Nonlocal stress manifests 
to uphold coherence in the motion against any external perturbation. The radiation force has respective 
components to exert reactions to the momentum growth rate of the particle and to the nonlocal stress. 
For the case of electrodynamics, the radiative force is obtained in the same form as that present in the 
Lorentz-Abraham-Dirac equation [6]: 0
n , being the 
radiative reaction; vm , , and are respectively the instant 4-velocity, 4-acceleraton, and 4-jerk of 
electron (mass 0m , and charge q ), [ ,-A]Am f∫ is the 4-potential components of the external 
field ( )F z A Amn m n n m= ∂ -∂ , and . The presented analysis shows that the two mutually 4-
orthogonal components of Rm , namely, 
2- and 
((2 / 3 ) 2∫ , ( zt , , and 
) exert the two distinguishable reactions. Whereas the former component 
influences upon the path curvature of the accelerating charge, the latter one essentially acts as the 4-
force of dynamic torsion ( ) that adds to the torsion component of the external 
field, wherever present, and decides stress equilibrium with the nonlocal force.  The stress equilibrium 
can be disturbed by the torsion forces to upset nonlocal correlation among members of the path family; 
wave-particle dualism marking the correlation can get obliterated in the torsion affected paths. For the 
special case of abrupt withdrawal of external field, the local-nonlocal stress equilibrium sets the 
acceleration and jerk to null values. The presented analysis shows that torsion force when attains critical 
value the nonlocal stress fails to keep up overall coherence in the path family. The criticality leads to 
changeover in stationary evolution, and in extreme case like that noted in the interaction of the system 
with macroscopic apparatus, it leads to severe jeopardy (collapse) to the delocalized coherence. In the 
coherent evolution of a charge, q and mass 0m in electromagnetic field the criticality is shown to occur 
within the characteristic time of 2 302 / 3q m c (~6x10
-24s).  The presented analysis also shows that an 
element of irreversibility associates with the collapse of the wave vector, and makes an estimate of 
possible dissipation in the event of the criticality from the external torsion stress. 
2.0 Basic consideration of presented analysis
For stating the basic considerations of this analysis, salient features of the conventional 
variation procedure needs mention. In the conventional approach, the covariantly deduced classical 
motion [7,8] of a point particle to be expressed as, L/ z ( / ) / 0d L u dm m s∂ ∂ - ∂ ∂ = , describes a family 
of the dynamically concerned paths { }( )px s¢ in between selected pair of world points. The expression 
involves the path function, ( , )L z um m of the 4-position ( zm ) and 4-velocity (um ) coordinates
( /dz d um ms = ) and the individual path in the family { }( )px s¢ is identifiable by its initial velocity.
Instant coordinates on a path of the family can be referred with respect to envisaged path ( )zm s as 
( ) z ( )px z
m ms d s¢ ¢= + , where s is the chronology parameter monotonically increasing with the path 
displacement zd dz dz g
m n
mnt = . In lab frame the local clock time (t) generally serves as the 
parameter in the dynamic description: z[ct, r (t)]z
m ∫ ( 0,1,2,3m = )). The paths { }( )px s¢ have the 
characteristic that the actions, which are scalar integrals of the evolving Lagrangian, ( , )L z um m over 
the respective path segments, remain optimum during variation in the 4-position, ( )zm s . With the 
homogeneity property of the Lagrangian function, ( / )L u L um m∫ ∂ ∂ , the dynamic description satisfies 
reparametrization invariance: under the parametric transformation, zd d ds t l sÆ ∫ , the 4-velocity 
transforms as ( / )zu dz d v
m m ml t l= ∫ (say), and the dynamics is then equivalently expressed in the 
form-invariant way as L/ z ( / ) / 0zd L v d
m m t∂ ∂ - ∂ ∂ = . Electrodynamics described by this equation with 
the Lagrangian function, 1/20 ( ) ( / ) ( )L m c v v q c A z v
m m
m m= - - , cannot however describe the influence of 
radiation reaction force ( Rm ) in the motion.
As stated already, the dynamics involving the influence of radiation accompanying the motion of 
an object needs the additional measure of minimizing the radiative energy-momentum exchange, and it 
is achieved by choosing a specific set { }( )px s among the paths { }( )px s¢ having minimum segment 
length. The stipulated path length will minimize the transit time period in the passage and therefore 
minimize radiative energy loss/gain whenever occurs in the motion. Paths of equal displacement are 
thus relevant in the radiative action optimization; their choice will remove the arbitrariness of radiation
energy momentum transfer existing in the absence of any measure in the displacements. For any two 
infinitesimally differed paths ( )px
m s and ( )zm s in the specific set there is null difference in their 
displacements (segment lengths) to be given by  ( )2
1
( ) ( )p p pdx dx g x dz dz g z
s
m n m n
mn mn
s
-Ú = 0. Using the 
connection, ( ) ( )p px z z
m m ms d s= + , one can write the first term of the integral in the flat space as 
1 ( / ) ( ) / ....z p zdz dz g g dz d d z d
m n m n
mn mn t d tÈ ˘+ +Î ˚ , so that the variational expression of displacement 
difference  gets simplified to 
2
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dÚ , which is null for the specific set of paths. Thus,
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dÚ = 0        ……….(1),









- Ú = 0       …….(1a). 
The description of paths that corroborate to the requirement (1a) should be made free of the property 
of end states that are involved in the integrated term of LHS. The concerned term vanishes either by 
adopting the conventional prescription, that the two end states essentially represent world points 





d d= = , 0,1,2,3m = ), or, as an 
alternative by considering that the infinitesimally differed paths have registered synchronous local 





0p pproper properz zs sd d= = , follows from the equality of the scalars pv z
m
md and 0pzd in the 
proper frame of ( )zm s . Null value of 0
properp
zd ˘˚ at the two ends remains consistent with the segment 
length equality of the specific paths, { }( )px s . The interconnection, 0pv zmmd = , applied to the end 
states can be rewritten as 0pv i
m
m = , wherein the set of variations { }pznd are replaced with the set of 
space-like unit 4-vectors, { }pin ,  /p p pi z Zn nd d= , 0 2 2( ) ( )jp p p
j
Z z zd d dÈ ˘∫ - -Í ˙
Î ˚
Â , ( 1,2,3j = ), 
1p pi i g
m n
mn = - . The variational coefficients { }pin , define relative dispersion velocities of the paths. Out of 
the stated two considerations, the second one will be seen later to be compatible for describing the 
path dynamics with the accompanying radiative exchange process. When the end states involvement in 
the path segment description given in (1a) is eliminated by one such consideration, paths of minimum 






Ú . The correlation implies that 
the shortest paths { }( )px s have the connectivities, , or, . The paths thus make 
correlated evolution, where the 4-velocity like quantities { }pin maintain orthogonal connections with 
the curvature related 4-acceleration, .  With the consideration of displacement independency of 
{ }pin , this connection further suggests that the scalar products pv imm evolve irrespective of the local 
properties. Thus the scalar products v v ia aƒ = , representing projections of the nonlocal connectivities 
{ }pi in n€ on 4-velocity, will generally evolve irrespective of path displacements. For free particle, 4-
velocity remaining unaltered and the end states being prescribed by null vƒ ( 0pv z
m
md = ) the evolution 
of the elements { }pin maintains the 4-orthogonal connection 0v imm = all through the passage. For 
general case, since the projection vƒ need not be a null, one considers a reduced 4-velocity as 
( )v v v im m mƒ¢ = + that makes the 4-orthogonal connection, 0v imm¢ = , ( 1i im m = - , 
21v v v v va aa aƒ¢ ¢ ¢= + = ). It may be noted that this general connection when extended to the end states 
does not contradict with the connection, 0pv z
m
md = , already used therein while getting rid of the 
integrated term in Eq.(1a). This is due to the fact that the addenda v imƒ in the reduced 4-velocity is
independent of the displacement. The shortest paths { }( )px s can be characterized by connectivities of 
their local properties with the nonlocal features { }pin . One thus generally refers to the equality 0v imm¢ =
and connections obtainable from its displacement derivatives as given below.
 0v imm¢ = , ,  , etc.                              (2). 
According to (2), the family { }( )px s with the set of path related properties, , , and vm¢
evolve in hypersurfaces that have 4-orthogonal connections to the nonlocal elements, { }pi im m€ . The 
hypersurfaces is considered to describe the evolution for the shortest paths involving radiative 
exchange. Keeping in view the equality, , ( ) , 
one finds that the base vectors , , and vm¢ of the hypersurface have several features in common 
with the intrinsic coordinate elements of four dimensionally represented Frenet-Serret’s frame used for 
the kinematic description of particle. There, the mutually orthogonal 4-vectors, vm , em , and 
respectively corroborate to the tangent, normal and binormal in the kinematic 
path of motion; represents the binormal 4-vector. 
It may be recalled that specific set of paths { }( )px s of shortest displacements were chosen 






[( / ) ] [ / ( / ) / ] 0p p p z p p zS L v z L z d L v d z d
t
tm m m m
t m
t
d d t d t∫ ∂ ∂ + ∂ ∂ - ∂ ∂ =Ú , (with 
null values of pz
nd at 1 2 and t t , 1 2t t t£ £ ). The specific set of paths located in the ( , , vm¢ )-
hypersurface distinguishes themselves from the conventional paths in { }( )px s¢ as described by 
/ ( / ) / 0zF L z d L v d
m
m m t∫∂ ∂ - ∂ ∂ = . Eq.(2) expressing their distinguishable properties, the specific set 










d d d t∫ ∂ ∂ + + =Ú ,                        (3).
In Eq.(3), the stationary action is represented considering the conventionally obtained 4-force 
/ ( / ) / zF L z d L v d
m
m m t= ∂ ∂ - ∂ ∂ in conjunction with the additional 4-force, fm ,
( ), which is characteristic of the hypersurface satisfying the property  
0pf z
m
md = . The parameters, , ,  and p q r¢ ¢ ¢ of the additional 4-force can be normalized for qualifying 
fm .
The stationary property (3) can corroborate to the dynamics,  0F fm m+ = , of the envisaged
paths { }( )pxm s if the first term in RHS of the equation is a null irrespective of the arbitrariness in the 
choice of the end states. The stated term becomes a null either by the stipulation of common meeting 
points of the paths at their two ends (as conventionally used), or, by considering that the 4-orthogonal 
property, ( / ) 0p pL v i
m m∂ ∂ = defines the two end states. Out of the two alternatives, the 4-
orthogonality consideration describes the two end states by the evolution characteristics of the 4-
momentum, ( / ) ( )pL v p
m
mp- ∂ ∂ ∫ . The paths { }( )pxm s with their 4-momenta  { }( )pmp belonging to 
the dynamic hypersurfaces-{
p
thus evolve with shortest displacements; the hypersurfaces are 
defined by their 4-orthogonalities to the nonlocal features { }pi im m€ . It may be seen that the 
momentum evolution characteristics ( 0immp = ) when applied to free particle ( 0( ) ( )p m cv pm mp = ) 
reproduces its displacement related property noted earlier ( 0v imm = ). For free particle, the property,  
0v imm = conveys the dispersion characteristics of the concerned paths: the orthogonal connectivity of 
the dynamic 4-velocity with the 4-velocity like dispersion features, { }pi im m€ , 0[i , i ]im ∫ is similar to 
that conveyed by the duality relation of particle and its associated waves, which is known in quantum 
mechanics [9]: the connectivity, 0v imm = , in 3-vector representation as 0 2v•(c i/i )= c , shows that the 
path dispersion velocity 0(c i/i ) is reciprocally connected  with local velocity and has the role of the wave 
velocity, w .  In the reciprocal space, the spectral components of the wave velocity 0(c i/i ) , can be 
written in the form 0k k k kc ( i /i ) (ω/k)n , k kn= = , ( ω and ck being the wave parameters). The stated 
interconnection of local and nonlocal properties for free particle evolution suggests that the dispersion 
behavior of the evolving matter waves should be explored for the general case of dynamics of an object 
in external field. 
The set of paths considered in the dynamic description have their end states with the general 
characteristics of constant action surface as 0z im mm mp d p= = , { }pz zm md d€ , { }pi im m€ . These 
characteristics will be referred while exploring evolution of the paths { }( )pxm s that are emerging out 
and culminating to the respective end states of constant action surfaces with synchronized proper time.
The description of dynamic passage refers to action evolution between the two end states considering 
the chronological course of energy-momentum development given by the nonlocally governed action 
minimized force balance,  0F fm m+ = .  The definition of dynamical observables depends much on the 
evolution property. The nonlocal properties are explored at first before qualifying and rationalizing the 
radiation force involved in the dynamic description.
2.1 Nonlocal evolution of canonical 4-momentum and its quantized characteristics
For the set of paths { }( )pxm s , the 4-momentum evolution at their end states with stationary 
actions as described above, namely, 0immp = , { }pi im m€ , can be represented by 2 ( ) 0k k
k
c k immp =Â , 
where ( )kmp and kim are spectral components of mp and im , and the coefficients obey the equalities
*
k k kkc c d¢ ¢= . As the coefficients kc s are independent of one another, the spectral equation implies that 
the individual term in the summation follows the 4-orthogonality, ( ) 0kk i
m
mp = , for all k . Furthermore, 
since the 4-vectors, 0 0 0k k k k ki [1, i /i ] = i [1, n (ω/ck)]kim ∫ , are orthogonal to [ω,ck]k m = , the two set of 
relations, namely, ( ) 0kk i
m
mp = and 0kk imm = , lead to the fact that spectral components of the 4-
momentum, ( )k
k
c km mp p=Â , are definable by the reciprocal coordinates k m using a constant 
multiplier as ( )p = . The proportionality constant ( ) is an action, which as the multiplier to the 
k -coordinate variables ( km-•£ £ • ) can define all the 4-momentum components ( )kmp and this 
definition applies irrespective of the particle and its external field. Thus the canonical 4-momenta mp
characterizing the action surface are definable in spectral coordinates using the universally applicable 
action. The pair of constant action surfaces that are referred as end states of the paths { }( )pxm s in the 
variation analysis are now defined by their quantized tangential components as
( )
k k
m mp p= = , where ( / )S xmmp = - ∂ ∂ .
The dispersion property of quantized momenta in the field-particle evolution can be written by 
reconsidering the canonical expression, ( / )L vmmp = - ∂ ∂ . For electrodynamic motion, the 4-
momentum is expressed as 0 ( / )m cv q c Am m mp = + , ( 1/20 ( ) ( / ) ( )L m c v v q c A z vm mm m= - - , 
[ , A]Am f∫ - ). Noting the quantized behavior of the 4-momentum, the energy-momentum evolution in 
its spectral representation is written as ( / )k . For representing scalar evolution of 
the field-particle system, the unit magnitude of 4-velocity ( k k
k
v c vm m=Â ) could be stipulated by the 
sum, * 1k k k k
k
c c v v g =Â a b ab .  The dispersion property of the matter waves thus follows from, 
0k k
k
Î ˚Â mm . The resultant dispersion property, 
2 2 2
0 , can be simplified under the non-relativistic approximation that the 
magnitude of kinetic part of 4-momentum is insignificant compared to 0m c :
2 2 2
0[hk - (q/c)A] << m c . 
The nonrelativistic dispersion is thus given by . The wave 
dispersion in bi-spinor representation, on the other hand, can be obtained by considering the metric 
property of the concerned space, 2g Im n n m mng g g g+ = ( mg , the Dirac matrices and I , the identity 
matrix) and then by expressing the spectral 4-velocity kv
m as the projection of the matrix components on 
the usual scalar space as ka ab kbC C
mg , where ˆkb k bC c u= , † † 0ˆka c k acC u c g= , ˆau ( 1,2,3,4a = ) being four 
(4x1) matrices representing the base components of bi-spinor space. Thus in the scalar representation of 
canonical momentum as, ( ) 0k
k
mÂ , ( ) 0k , the spectral 
velocity can be replaced to result in ( ) 0ka ab kb
k
mgÎ ˚Â , (the scalar sum 
ka ka
k
C CÂ is normalized to unity).   The dispersion relation for bispinor follows from this result.
The paths, { }( )pxm s initially emerging out from the stationary action surface as described
above, need not continue evolving with their identical action (that is, 0pSd = ) throughout the course 
of displacement within 1 2t t t£ £ . Some of the paths { }( )pxm s can radiatively evolve out with 
distinguishable stationary action surfaces. For them, the canonical 4-momentum described by the 4-
tangent to action surface, ( / ) ( ) ( / )p pS z p L v
m m
mp- ∂ ∂ = ∫ - ∂ ∂ , can deviate from the orthogonal 
connection 0immp = , { }pi im m€ , which was applicable at the initially chosen state of stationary action 
surface. It follows from equation (3) that, for dynamics described by 0F fm m+ = , the instant action of a 
path p of the family { }( )pxm s has the general variation as, 1[( / ) ]p p pS L v zm m ttd d∫ ∂ ∂ [ ( ) ]pp zmmp d= - ,
at t . The general deviation from the constant action surface is due to the fact that the evolution of 
canonical 4-momentum on two paths of the family can be altered by an additive component Om to one 
of them as ( ) ( / )pp S z O
m
m mp ¢ ∫ - ∂ ∂ + , where the added term has 4-orthogonal connection with the 
displacement pdz
m but not so with the variation pz
md . The orthogonality, 0pO dzmm = keeps up the exact 
differentiability of action, ( )S z .  As detailed elsewhere [10], Om can be described in the local 
hypersurface of the mutually 4-orthogonal intrinsic coordinates, vm , em , and , as
. The path evolution with the 4-momentum, ( )p Om mp + , can result in deviation from 
stationary action evolution when the added component is not 4-orthogonal to the variation, pz
md , that 
is, [ ] 0p p atS O z
m
m td d= - π . A subset of paths among { }( )pxm s can evolve out from the initial constant 
action surface to have the deviated action. The cannonical momentum evolving in quantized form, the 
deviation Om can be spectrally represented as, k ¢ , where and are 
respectively the canonical 4-momentum components of the field-particle system when belonging to the 
two different subsets of { }( )pxm s with their distinguishable actions. Thus the radiative momentum 
component borne by Om is quantized.
For the evolution involving radiation loss/gain event, Om is finite and the dispersion property of 
matter wave for the nonstationary evolution associated with the event will be in a modified form from 
the one presented already. Finite value of Om changes the proper mass involved in the evolution. Going 
by the scalar evolution, the effective mass, M is given by 2 2 2 2 20M c m c O= + , , 
, ( and represent scalar magnitudes of the corresponding 4-vectors). Recalling 
that the 4-momentum Om is defined as and quantized as 
k ¢ , one expresses the spectral components of the coefficients A and B
as , and B from . Thus one obtains the 
expression, , wherein the first term is governed by the 
dynamic torsion ( ). In the absence of external perturbation to the stationary evolution, the torsion 
affected term will be absent. The effect of dynamic torsion in influencing the nonstationary evolution 
will be elaborated later in the text.
2.2 Radiative dynamics and the nonlocal connection
Considering the paths of the family { }( )pxm s that evolve under the influence of nonlocal 
interconnectivity in between the pair of end states, it is pertinent to examine whether world path of the 
concerned particle has any significance. To address this, it is necessary to explore the radiative 
force , that is involved in the dynamics implied by Eq.(3), that is, 0F fm m+ = .
Thus, the parametric coefficients, p¢ , q¢ and r¢ are analyzed at first. A nonzero q¢ in fm will imply 
modification of the proper mass even for uniformly accelerated particle for which the inertial force term 
will be expressed with the modified mass as 0( )¢+ . However, this modification contradicts with 
the reality that an instant commoving inertial frame always can ensure 0m as the rest mass of the 
uniformly accelerated particle. The coefficient q¢ is thus equated to zero. Furthermore, because of the 
equality 0F fm m+ = , one writes 0f v F vm mm m= - = . Thus, like the conventional 4-force obeys the 
displacement property, 0F vmm = , the radiative 4-force corroborates to 0f vmm = . ( 0F vmm = follows 
from the Lagrangian function’s first order homogeneity in 4-velocity). The equality, 0f vmm = , provides 
an interrelation between the two coefficients in fm = + , which is expressed as 
= . Recalling the definition, ( )v v v im m mƒ¢ = + , ( v v immƒ = ), p¢ is rewritten as 
p¢= ¢ and p v¢ ¢m as ƒ ƒ ƒ¢ ¢ ¢ . Therefore, the 4-force takes 
the form: where 2/ (1 )v vƒ ƒF = + and i i v vm m mƒ¢ = - .  Recalling the 
case of electrodynamics, the radiative reaction term, involved in Lorentz-
Abraham-Dirac equation will be given by the first two terms in the fm expression when the equality
2(2 / 3 )r q c¢ = is considered. The third term in fm expresses the nonlocal influence in the motion as 
will be elaborated soon. Thus the electrodynamic equation in the presented result has the following 
form: 
0
n ,                                     (4), 
where, ,  
2/ (1 )v vƒ ƒF = + , v v im mƒ = ,  ( )i i v vm m mƒ¢ ∫ - ; { }pi im m€ . 
The nonlocally defined 4-vector im¢ in Eq.(4) has the properties 0i vmm¢ = , m¢ , m¢
( ),  21i i i i va aa a ƒ¢ ¢ ¢= = - - ,  ( 1 ). Thus 0i f i fa aa a¢ = = .  The stated 
properties when applied to Eq.(4) leads to 0F v i F v ib a b aab ab¢ = = , which ensures that the nonlocal 
influence is independent of the external field.  Considering the expression, , 
one can rewrite Eq.(4) as 
0 (4a),
where , , and ( ). As mentioned 
already, is binormal 4-vector which is 4-orthogonal to the 4-tangent vm and 4-normal . 
The radiation 4-force , is thus constituted of the two 4-orthogonal 
components: 2(2 / 3 ) and 2 . It is to be noted that the nonlocal 4-vector i m¢ is 4-
orthogonal to each of the three LHS terms in Eq.(4a), but not so to the individual terms of RHS; RHS 
terms together nevertheless endorses the 4-orthogonality, m . Equation (4a) thus 
has the feature that the relevant paths { }( )pxm s can be traced on the local hyperspace which is 4-
orthogonal to the nonlocal 4-vector. The explicit presence of the nonlocal feature, F makes Eq.(4a) 
distinguishable from world line equation; with a definable F function it would rather corroborate to a 
delocalized description of the motion. 
Another feature of eq.(4a) is that it does not support the unwanted runaway acceleration when
the external field is abruptly withdrawn. For the case of abrupt withdrawal of the external field, Eq.(4a), 
on multiplication with , leads to the scalar relation, . Noting that 
, and m , one rewrites the scalar relation as ƒ ƒ .
This result does not allow runway acceleration since in the right hand expression the use of an infinite 
value of 4-acceleration with the finite ( is periodically evolving unit 4-vector em ) leads to 
2 2/ (1 ) 1v vƒ ƒ+ = , which is absurd for finite value of the scalar vƒ . On the other hand, when one uses 
null acceleration as the alternative solution of Eq.(4a) under the abrupt withdrawal of external field, the 
scalar relation in the rearranged form shows that the unit acceleration vector 
necessarily ceases to evolve with time ( ). As for LAD equation wherein the nonlocal feature is 
anyway absent ( 0vƒ = ), the scalar relation takes the form, . This relation also yields 
absurd result under the infinitely large acceleration ( ) apparently dismissing the runaway 
acceleration possibility. However, this relation unreasonably constrains the two different physical 
quantities, and - , to be equal: acceleration value turning into , a periodically evolving unitary 
function.
In Eq.(4a), considering that the external 4-force, F vbab has no component along either  v
m or 
i m¢ ( 0= ), the 4-force can be generally expressed in the dynamic space by its components 
along em and . Thus, considering that the external force components along em and as eFa and 
Fa , ( F v F F
b
ab a a= + ), Eq(4a) can be taken to be made of the two component equations (4b) and (4c) 
as given below. The terms of Eq(4b) are made out of the em components while the terms of Eq(4c) are 
made out of the components of and ia¢ , which are 4-orthogonal to em .  
e (4b)
(4c), 
where, 2/ (1 )v vƒ ƒF = + , v v im mƒ = ,  ( )i i v vm m mƒ¢ ∫ - , 
and m ; { }pi imm € . 
Eqs.(4b) and (4c) describe respectively the curvature and binormal components of the paths { }( )pxm s
corroborating to radiative dynamics. Tm is a 4-force comprising of the torsion of the external field ( Fa )
and the binormal 4-vector, ,e . The curvature 
components have undergone correction in the presence of radiative momentum exchange
( ) and thus in Eq(4b) the Lorentz force 20( / )
eq m c Fm balances the 4-force arising from 
the modified curvature as mt , 2 20(2 / 3 )q m cL = , 
. The second term within the square bracket expresses the curvature correction. The 
equation (4b) corroborates to the energy evolution as noted in instant comoving inertial frame as, 
0 , where, , 
2
0K m v / 2= ( K and 
respectively are kinetic energy and acceleration ( ) in the local frame). For the case of 
uniformly linear acceleration, the stated curvature modification will be absent, and the value of the 
accelerated growth of kinetic energy ( 2 2d K/dt ) is 0 . Here, the accelerated growth of K is critically 
stopped by Larmor radiation loss, so that the work input manifests solely as growth in kinetic energy as
ed K / dt qF v= ∑ . With a set value of external field the charge attains a steady acceleration, and there 
the constant rate of radiation loss controls on kinetic energy by maintaining its steady
growth in time. An electrically charged object resting on earth surface with intact proper mass and null 
kinetic energy measured in the lab frame, the Larmor radiation loss from the object due to centrifugal 
acceleration is out of question. Any such power loss would have altered the energy state. 
Equation (4c) on the other hand involves intricate balance of local and nonlocal stresses and as 
will be seen shortly it deals with the nonlocality criterion for radiative stability/instability in the motion. 
2.2.1   Wave-particle dualism and criterion of  wave vector reduction/collapse
The wave particle dualism known to be the central feature in coherently evolving system is 
connected with the manifested nonlocal stress. Eq(4c) shows that the nonlocal stress does not manifest 
when the net torsion Tm from external field and path distortion are absent either by their individual null 
values or by the collective way. With growing Tm the nonlocal aspect manifests in counteracting the
stress defending thereby coherent stability in the evolution of the paths{ }( )pxm s . Eq.(4c) helps 
analyzing the defending ability of the nonlocal action against the torsional perturbation. Before 
analyzing the perturbation effect and its criticality, the wave-particle coordination (dualism) property 
that prevails under the nonlocal coherence is considered.
Dualism in the absence and presence of torsion stress
For the case of free motion, the external field is absent, and the nonlocal stress (refer equation 
(4c)) does not manifest ( 0,  or, 0v v iaaƒF = ∫ = ). The wave-particle coordination exhibiting coherent 
evolution, as discussed already, follows the correlation, 0 2v•(c i/i ) = c , that is, 2v•w = c . Also, in the 
general case ( 0vƒ π ; 2v•w  cπ ) if the torsional perturbation does not exist the nonlocal stress for the 
defense of wave-particle coordination does not arise and this can be expressed with the null value of 
i i v vm m mƒ¢ ∫ - .  The wave-particle coordination in the case is to be represented by the equality,
2 1v i iaaƒ = ∫ - . Thus by considering the expression, ( )0 0γi 1- (v/c)• i/iv i vm mƒ = = , one rewrites the 
equality as ( )20 0 21-v•( i/i )c 1/ (γi )= - and obtains the general correlation for the wave-particle 
coordination as ( )0 0i , , 0 2v•( i/i )c = cV , where, 0 . The 
nonlocal parameter V can be alternatively expressed as V g
( ). An inertial frame that is instantly commoving with the particle ( 1g = ) will 
describe the wave-particle coordination (dualism) parameter V as independent of the world properties 
as was already anticipated while discussing the displacement independency of im . 
The manifestation of nonzero components of the torsion stress can give rise to an upset in the 
wave-particle dualism. It may be noted that in (4c) the torsion, 0T (1/c)[T , T]m ∫ - , has the property 
that an instant comoving ( v = 0) inertial frame will note null value of the 0T component since the time 
components of both Fm and are null there. Thus from Eq.(4c) one expresses the stress balancing 
equation in the frame as v vƒ ƒ+ - , where , (
being the path torsion), and i  = i - v/c = ivƒ¢ . Now, recalling the 4-orthogonality, 0v T mm = ,
T [0,T]m ∫ , one finds the product T•v is a null and therefore, the stress balancing equation 
corroborates to v vƒ ƒ= = . Thus, for the case where torsion manifests 
under the generality of 0vƒ π and one gets the relation i•v 0= , and this result applies in local 
domains of the space wherever T is nonzero. The orthogonal connection speaks for non-coordination 
in the wave particle duality in those local domains. The non-coordination can be spectrally represented 
as k k(ωn /ck)•(v /c) 0= . The loss of dualism locally need not, however, result in total upset of 
coherency in the energy momentum evolution over the whole space. To have total upset of the 
coherence, that leads to the loss of nonlocal coordination among members of the path family,{ }( )pxm s , 
there needs to reach criticality in the value of the overall torsion stress T as discussed below.
Critical torsion and loss of coherence 
T can be expressed in terms of the nonlocal stress from equation (4c) as 
. Under the loss of dualism due to nonzero T the use of the orthogonality, 
i•v 0= in the vƒ expression as 0( i v/c)v v i immƒ = = - ∑ leads to 0ivƒ = . Thus, 
( )22 0 21 = 1+ i ivƒ+ ∫ ( 1 ). Rewriting the nonlocal vector i as  ( )21 ιvƒ+ , ( ι  = i/i is unit 
vector) the overall torsion T can be expressed as + . The nonlocal 
stress thus gives a measure of T as the factored rate of the radiation momentum ( ) which 
were to manifest as observable radiation event under total upset of nonlocal coordination. It follows 
from the expression that the factor,  2/ 1v vƒ ƒ+ grows with the overall rise of torsion stress T . Thus 
the rearranged form of the expression as vƒ shows that 
2vƒ grows with 
2T for £ and approaches (positive) infinite value at Cr Cr
( Cr¡ the critical torsion). 2vƒ assumes negative value as soon as T exceeds the critical limit. At 
the two limits of 
Cr
lim
(T-T ) 0-Æ and Cr
lim
(T-T ) 0+Æ respectively one expresses vƒ as vƒ = ±• and v iƒ = ± • ,
( 1i = - ). Recalling the interconnections, 0i vƒ= , 2i = 1 vƒ+ , the nonlocal components 0k k[i , i ]
assume the real and imaginary values respectively at the two limiting sides. One thus finds that for 
infinite magnitude of vƒ at the critical torsion the nonlocal stress + attains 
its maximum as , ( 2ι 1= ). Here, the ratio 0i/i becomes unity. From the interrelation,
0
k k ki /i  = ωn /ck , it is seen that the wave velocity magnitude ( ω/k ) attains the signal speed uniquely at 
the limit of the critical torsion. The light-like wave dispersion ( kωn /ck =1) indicates possible
manifestation of radiation event at critical torsion. This is also reflected in the evolution characteristics
for the nonstationary case of field-particle system arrived earlier. There, it was noted that the evolution 
of the effective mass is influenced by the dynamic torsion as 2 2 2 20 km + /ckM O¢ ¢= , 
, Noting that in instant comoving inertial frame the 
dynamic torsion has the components , the expression of 2kO ¢ takes the form,
kO = - ∑ . While attaining the criticality of coherence,
the field-particle system evolves to realize the torsion input as its dynamic stress as . 
Comparing with the crT expression obtained before, one finds that at criticality is equivalent to .
At the criticality, the modification 2kO ¢ in the effective mass expression can therefore be written as
)2kO ¢ ¢ ¢= - ∑ , wherein = is the unit vector of at the 
criticality limit. There the quantized change of canonical 4-momentum evidently has its 
finite projection onto the radiation 4-vector [1, kn ¢ ] in modifying the evolutionary mass (the first term in 
2
kO ¢ expression). The effective mass relieves of the torsion stress when the quantized change 
corroborates to the dispersion property of radiation, 0 kΔk = Δk n ¢¢ ¢ ∑ . The criticality leads 
to the radiation event as the field–particle system relaxes out the torsion stress, . At 
the criticality, since the stress acts along the radiation vector, = , the moment leading to the 
specific stress (torque) Cr(T / )¡ , ( Cr¡ ), is generated in the plane of n . Considering the magnitude 
of the torque, the moment involved to decohere the field-particle interaction appears to be derived out 
of the dynamic force 0 acting over the dimension L around the charged particle (L having the 
magnitude 2 202 / 3q m cL = ). Then the relaxation structure concerns the dimension L of the polarized 
vacuum in the immediate vicinity of the charge which is close to the classical radius of the particle
( 2 20/q m c ª 132.8 10-¥ cm). At the onset of decoherence, the critical moment appears to be the 
outcome of the canonical averaging of the evolving torque expressed as 
3 * 3 *
0d r d r¥Ú Ú . The acceleration operator can be expressed in its 
first order form by the Lorentz equation involving the velocity operator.  
Apparently therefore, the critical torque no soon overcomes the ever present nonlocal defense 
from coherent interaction in the field-particle system, the stress is passed on to (characteristic time 
/ cL 24~ 6 10 sx - ) the polarized vacuum in the immediate vicinity of the charged particle. The 
delocalized stress 0¥ existed over the entire field-particle interaction domain thus gets 
localized on to the polarized substructure at the criticality. The stress input carrying a little energy feebly 
perturbs the substructure which while evolving with high internal energy ( 20m cª ) promptly attempts
to relax out the stress to resume the stable evolutionary state. The possible nature of relaxation will be 
discussed in the subsequent section. In the absence of the relaxation process, the substructure can 
elastically transfer the torsion back to the field–particle system and thence to the external field 
reversibly. The substructure relaxation, on the other hand, leads to effective breakdown of the local-
nonlocal stress equilibrium prevalent in the field-particle interaction resulting in sharp changeover of 
the coherently evolving state of the system with radiation event. The changeover can be from one 
stationary state to another satisfying with overall energy momentum conservation. Canonically 
averaged acceleration is absent in the stationary state evolution, but its finite value during the state 
transition ensures the involvement of critical stress discussed above. The directionality of the radiation 
event will be decided by the imparted stress, which is essentially from the external field. If the external 
stress component acts stochastically as with the fluctuating vacuum field, the radiation will have no 
preferred directionality from event to event, as it happens in the spontaneous emission from higher 
quantum state. The torsion stress leads to the quantum state transition no soon its relaxation begins 
through the polarized vacuum structure. It may be noted that the stress before reaching the yield point 
was expressed by the under critical value of + ; there the prevalent 
inequality 2v / 1+v  = ck/ω <1ƒ ƒ implies that wave dispersion is yet to attain the light-like property and 
to result in observable radiation event. With the under critical stress there is virtual exchange of 
radiation momentum averting upset of coherence in the field-particle evolution. The dispersion property 
ck/ω <1 of the virtual radiation corroborates to higher phase velocity than the signal velocity.
The critical torsion CriticalT can be made by external field designed for the purpose such as in 
Stern-Gerlach setup for probing the probability of observing a particular state of spin doublet 
paramagnetic species like silver vapor atom. The criticality for decoherence can also be attained by local 
interaction of the quantum state with a statistical system, a stray particle or photon, or by fluctuating 
vacuum field; a nonzero torsion component F manifests in the interactions to perturb the coherent 
evolution. The torsion can again manifest within the internal field of an isolated system whose 
evolutionary course results in nonzero F . Such perturbation is entailed in the reported hypothesis of 
torsion development under high compressive stress in large black-hole making the onset of transition 
from its coherent quantum state [11] .  
As for uniformly accelerated motion of particle in external field, the steady (Larmor) radiation 
events associating with the constant growth of the kinetic energy as discussed earlier speaks for the
decohered state of field-particle interaction where the system remains critically deviated from 
coordinated evolution. The external field sustains the decoherence  as it imparts, besides the 
accelerating force to the charged particle, steady torsion stress to the polarized vacuum structure 
associating with the charge. The field-particle system in the nonstationary quantum state continues
transferring the stress energy to the polarized substructure (dimension L ) relaxing it out to the vacuum
field. The acceleration provides a measure of the transferring stress as cr .  The energy 
dissipation is thus a necessary process that accompanies with the Larmor radiation event.
2.2.2 Energy relaxation rate compared to Larmor radiation power from accelerated charged particle
It is seen that no soon the nonlocal coherence in field-particle interaction fails to defend the
perturbing torsion stress from external sources, the critical torque Cr 0 , (¡ ) 
gets focused across the classical dimension ( 2 202 / 3q m cL = ) and stresses the substructure of the 
polarized vacuum field in vicinity of the charge. With the loss of coherence with external field, the 
substructure cannot reflect back the torque stress but hold it for a short while as beats of the internal 
oscillation with the characteristic proper energy ( 20m c ) and evolution period ( / cL ).  In specific cases, 
where there is need for angular momentum balancing during quantum state transition the torque
reflection can be feasible with the manifestation of an independent species with proper helicity. For 
example, the incessant interconversion of proton and neutron in the atomic nucleus involves neutrinos. 
Usually the polarized substructure associated with the accelerated charged particle like electron relaxes 
out the little stress through damping of their periodic evolutions. The critical torque perturbing the two 
mutually orthogonal harmonic modes ( 1q and 2q ) of the internal oscillation in the plane of n can be 
universally represented as 2 21 1 1d Q /dτ +2ςdQ /dτ +Q = cos( τ)v and 
2 2
2 2 2d Q /dτ +2ςdQ /dτ +Q = sin( τ)v , where 1 1 0Q ( ) q /qt = , 2 2 0Q ( ) q /qt = , 0τ = ω t , ( 0ω and ς
respectively being the natural frequency and damping ratio involved with the modes).
cos( ) and sin( )vt vt are the representative components of the driving stress field crT . The two stress 
components together corroborate to 2cr 0 0 0T  = q ω m in the normal representation for which the 
conversion factors for the length, time and force are 0q , 
1
0ω- , and 20 0 0q ω m respectively. In the 
universal representation, the power input in the two modes, 1 1P (τ) = (dQ /dτ)cos( τ)v and 
2 2P (τ) = (dQ /dτ)sin( τ)v are dissipated as 21 1D (τ) = 2ς(dQ /dτ) and 22 2D (τ) = 2ς(dQ /dτ)
respectively. The two modes to relax out the stress input, the dissipation should be at the same rate as 
the input power, that is, i iP (τ) = D (τ) , i =1, 2 . Thus, 21( ) cos ( ) / 2D t vt V= and 
2
2 ( ) sin ( ) / 2D t vt V= , and the dissipation power is 1(2 )V - , which in normal representation is given by  
-1 3 2 -1 2
0 0 0 0 0 cr(2ς) m ω q (2ςm ω ) T= . Using Eq(4c) at criticality one can replace the stress by 
cr = and rewrites the dissipation rate, with the consideration that the oscillators promptly 
attain steady state with the critical damping ( ς = 1), as 0 0(2m .
The dissipation rate obtained above can be reframed as 4 , 
eff 0 0r [(160= 2 1/20 0 1.105(q /m cω )ª , where Bk is Boltzmann constant and 
B B is Stefan-Boltzmann constant. (For  
2 3 -1
0 0ω = (q /m c ) , effr is 2 2classical 0r = q /m c ). The 
result suggests that an inertial observer instantly commoving with accelerated charge should note the 
dissipation from the polarized substructure around the charge to the cold surrounding (0 K) at the rate 
proportional to fourth power of acceleration. The dissipation corroborates to that of a black body at the 
temperature of and with an effective dimensionality of eff2r . In the case where the 
coherence in field-particle interaction was lost by the torsion stress from vacuum field fluctuation, the 
field finally gets back the input stress energy in dissipated form with the altered power spectrum. The 
dissipation component ( ) from accelerated charge is an additional feature over the Larmor 
radiation ( ). The ratio, , is however 
insignificant for the low acceleration values, classical ª ¥ . The low value of 
generally exists in most of the known accelerated motion in external field. The low value also exists 
during the electronic state transition, where the small dissipation is indicated to mark the event of the 
spontaneous emission. Much envisaged involvement of nonunitary feature in the evolution during the 
spontaneous emission is thus revealed in this analysis.
The stated dissipation behavior of an accelerating charge particle can be considered to explain 
the recently reported temperature anomaly of gyrating electron in cylindrical penning trap [12]. There 
the abnormally high broadening in the recorded line shape of the quantum jump spectroscopic study
has been interpreted to be due to increased axial temperature of the gyrating electron (cyclotron 
frequency 150 GHz); Tz–fit value has been arrived as 230 K as against the controlled thermal bath with 
cavity temperature of 100 K. Now, noting that the cyclotron frequency and the cavity geometry lead to 
the radial acceleration of 4.5x1019 m s-2 one can expect that the axial temperature should be according 
to = , and this works out to be about 182 mK, which is warmer than the thermal bath. 
The stated thermal radiation temperature of an accelerated charge noted by inertial observer is quite 
similar to Hawking radiation temperature of the charge at event horizon of a black hole [13]. Hawking 
radiation associates with the quantum state transition resulting in spontaneous production of electron-
positron pair from highly polarized vacuum state at the event horizon; the emanating charge with the 
thermal radiation is one of created charge pair, the other being galloped by the black hole.
One finds that the dissipation rate of accelerated particle noted by an inertial observer is
functionally expressed in the same way as the radiative power of quantum mechanically envisaged
warm surrounding of the particle [14]; the surrounding is envisaged to be a heat bath of temperature,
. For an observer in the rest frame of uniformly accelerated particle (as for example, a 
charged particle seen at rest on earth surface), since there is no significance of the quantum state 
transition nor any Larmor radiation the observer notes no decoherence related dissipation ( ) of 
the particle to the envisaged warm surrounding. However, when he finds that the particle is immersed 
in a heat bath having the temperature of he concludes that the particle as a part of the
thermally equilibrated surrounding should maintain equality in the exchange of thermal radiation
according to the temperature. This conclusion indirectly compliments the finding of the inertial observer 
that the accelerated particle thermally dissipates out to surrounding with a rate similar to that from the 
surrounding as observable in the rest frame. To the inertial observer, the surrounding taken be infinite 
heat bath at 0 K he will however conclude that the accelerated charge incurs radiation loss and never 
attains thermal equilibrium with the surrounding.
4.0 Conclusion
The presented analysis shows that the principle of least action when applied with due 
consideration of the omnipresent radiation exchange in the motion of a particle in external field, the 
resultant dynamics becomes versatile in recognizing the involvement of nonlocal feature in the motion. 
The analysis has brought out mechanical description for the two distinctive facets of field-particle 
interaction: Interplay of nonlocal action that safeguards the coherent evolution of quantized energy-
momentum in eventless state in which dynamics can be conceived with the canonically averaged 
properties of the evolution. And the other facet is the observable state of dynamics on world path which 
results from perturbation on the eventless meditating state. In the absence of external perturbation a 
system with the order of its internal interaction can recognize and assume the characteristically 
matching meditating state in the ‘Hilbert space’ for its coherent existence through virtual exchange of 
quantized energy-momentum with unbounded upper limit of phase velocity stretched all along the 
space in vacuum. Perturbation can sweep out the system from the mediating state to the ‘Einstein 
space’ where the event is marked by real exchange of the energy-momentum with signal speed as the 
upper limit. The emergence of observable under the perturbation occurs at the confluence of the two 
spaces. The analysis could prove that the nonlocal property indeed plays the central role in safeguarding 
coherent evolution against the perturbing effect from torsion stress component of external field
including the vacuum field. It also points out the critical limit of the safeguarding action, and thus
provides the mechanical criterion for quantum state transition and also for the signature of associated 
stress release, a much envisaged time irreversible feature in the transition. The stress input of 
fluctuating vacuum field at the criticality is released through dissipation from substructure of polarized 
vacuum in the vicinity of the accelerated charge, and the dissipation occurs with the power spectrum of 
that of a black body having temperature proportional to the canonically averaged acceleration of the 
quantum transition. The thermal state indirectly corroborates to the quantum mechanically envisaged 
warm vacuum field of accelerated frame, if one considers that the concerned charged particle is 
immersed in vacuum anyway. The vacuum field action on a quantum system getting realized as warmed
state in the course of state vector reduction of the system speaks for the possible accession of a heat 
bath from ‘nothing’.  
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